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1.0 Introduction
It was over a year ago that discussions started within the ranks of the
Lancashire Mountaineering Club about a trip to Nepal. Invites were
circulated amongst members to establish interest, sufficient numbers
responded. Our resident president, Mr Walker of “Walkers Tours” took up
the challenge of organising the trip. Contact was made with Beyond The
Limits (B.T.L.) out in Kathmandu; executive director Saroj Neupane. This is
a company that the club had used many times for trips to Nepal to go
trekking in the Himalayas.

2.0 Planning
The trip firmed up in numbers and a trek to the two Kanchenjunga base
camps, north and south then back to Kathmandu where the group would
split. Three would go to the Chitwan National Park the remainder would go
over land to Beijing via the North Everest base camp then to Lhasa. Finally
they would go onward by train to Xian and Beijing. The time away was six
weeks.

3.0 Gear
Most of the personal gear required I already had. The only item that I
required was a good sleeping bag after some research I chose an Alpkit
800gr bag. This proved an excellent buy and I never was cold during the
whole trip. My sleeping mat was also from Alpkit and worked fine although
on return I noticed that it has delaminated locally.
I also bought a solar energy pack. This device was a solar charged battery
that I could use to charge my Kindle and phone. I hung it on my sack
during the day and it proved very effective; useless for my phone, Vodafone
Pay as you Go, which is not supported in Nepal or China. I bought a Kindle
and stored it with books. I had been advised that many hours would be
spent in your sleeping bag due to the long night; approximately 12 hours.
Prior to departure I consulted my doctor about high altitude sickness he
gave me a prescription for 14 Acetazolamide (Diamox) tablets and a general
antibiotic Amoxicillin. Additional to these I took Imodium tablets, Dioralyte
Sachets plus packs of Wet Wipes. These were the only things I used.
The group was asked to take 4 tents; the remainder were supplied by B.T.L.
These proved to be of varying quality; adequate in the main, but some had
local leakages. B.T.L. also supplied 2 toilet tents: 1 furnished with a seat,
and a shower tent. This proved very popular; it was used in conjunction
with a bucket of hot water.
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4.0 The Group
Group1
This group went on to Tibet and China after the Nepal trek.
This party comprised of: Brian Guilfoyle (BF), Chris Walker (CW), Ian
Aitchison (IA) Pat Buchanan (PB), David Buchanan (DB), Jose Smith (JS),
Bernard Smith (BS), Jim Cunningham (JC), Richard Ramsden (RR) and me,
Dave Fisher (DF).
Pam Melling (PM) joined this group at Kathmandu after the trek.
Group 2
This group went on to the Chitwan National Park after the Nepal trek.
This party comprised of Cathy Woodhead (CW2), Dave Medcalf (DM), and
Richard Toon (RT).
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5.0 Overview of the Trip
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5.0 Overview of the Trip (See Fig 1 Page 5)
The 2 groups flew out of Manchester airport on Tuesday 11th October 2011
on separate flights, transiting via Abu Dhabi. Both arrived in Kathmandu
on Wednesday 12th; where they met in the Hotel Moonlight.
Contact was made with Saroj who confirmed that the airport at Suketar
had still not been opened following work to update it. Suketar was our
intended start point for the trek after a short flight from Kathmandu.
Alternative arrangements were made to fly to Biratnagar then to drive
north in 2 Land Rovers to start the trek.
Our trekking objectives were to visit both the north and south base camps
of Kanchenjunga over a period of 20 days. After which we return by road
to Biratnagar from where we would fly back to Kathmandu.
The party then split, group 2 CW2, DM and RT went and visited the
Chitwan National Park, flying home a week later.
Group 1, joined by Pam Melling went overland to the Tibetan border, on to
Lhasa visiting Everest North Base Camp. On the way, Saroj accompanied
us saying that it was a working holiday. He flew back from Lhasa to
Kathmandu.
From Lhasa the group went by train to Xian then on to Beijing from where
we flew back to the UK on Wednesday the 23rd November.
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6.0 Part One the Trek
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6.2 The Trek Crew
Beyond The Limits (B.T.L.) Executive Director Saroj Nepane arranged our
trek in Nepal; he put together a trek crew of 36 people. This comprised of
22 porters, head porter Kumar Lamg, 7 kitchen assistants, 2 of who were
paraffin boys. Their job was to look after the 4 large Primus stoves and
paraffin. A further 2 were Sherpanis. (Females) 4 Sherpas were our guides.
Additional to them were the assistant cook Nima who had been chief cook
on previous treks and our head cook Jit.
Saroj who would normally stay in the office accompanied us on the trek,
managing the trek crew. He explained that a trip like ours was becoming
increasingly more difficult to arrange due to the lack of manpower as many
of the younger people were going abroad for better pay. He speculated that
in a few years trekkers would use tea houses for accommodation and food
requiring only Sherpas as guides.

6.3 Trek Food
On the trek the key man must be the cook. In Jit we were lucky in having a
very talented person. He had worked for the Americans as a cook in Iraq
and had been head pastry chef on a cruise ship.
A typical trek day’s food would comprise of tea at your tent door along with
a bowl of hot water for washing. This could arrive at 6.0--6.30am. Early
starts were the norm. Breakfast would be at 7.0--7.30 in the mess tent.
This would be porridge or rice on alternative days sometimes with coconut
mixed in. Following this would be eggs, boiled, scrambled or as omelettes.
Alternatively it could be pancakes or chapattis with jam followed by tea or
coffee.
Lunch would be served at around midday on the walk. A suitable site would
be chosen by the cook, large polythene sheets would be spread on which all
the preparation and cooking would take place. A typical lunch would be
boiled potatoes mixed with green beans and cheese, warm salami slices
with salad and coleslaw.
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Mess tent
(Note: bucket for hand washing)

Lunch preparation
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A typical trek meal
(Boiled potatoes with green beans cheese pasty with filo pastry, spam
fritters and cold slaw)

Evening meal was served in the mess tent any time from 6-30pm to 8-0.
Starters were either prawn crackers or popcorn; soup would follow, always
spicy with a lot of garlic in it, very tasty. The story put about was that garlic
was good for altitude. I am not so sure. Main course was potatoes, boiled
fried or chipped with veg and or salad with coleslaw. Alternative was pasta
with sauce, also momos; these were dumplings stuffed with either meat or
spicy vegetables. Often we had meat. This could be salami, spam or if
locally available chicken; once we had goat. Always there was a sweet,
pineapple, mixed fruit served warm, custard served on its own and even
jam roly-poly. A choice of drink was always available, tea, coffee or hot
chocolate. At times beer was purchased either of local origin or San Miguel
brewed in Nepal.
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Occasionally we would stop at tea houses. Here the trek crew would still
cook for us taking over some building in the establishment to turn it into
their kitchen.
The quality of the trek food was exceptional. This is in spite of using primus
stoves, and for the evening meal operating by torch light, even when the
stoves; 4 to start with, were reduced to 2. The food came hot brought in
double insulated metal containers and served out at the table.
Hygiene was a top priority. Placed in front of the mess tent was a bucket
with a tap filled with warm water. Adjacent was a bar of soap; trekkers
could wash their hands prior to eating. In any dodgy tea house with dirty
table cloths the cutlery was not allowed to rest on it.
During the trek no one suffered from stomach problems.

Inside mess tent
(At altitude, very cold duvets and gloves compulsory)
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6.4 Trek Porters
The 22 porters all young carried all the gear; their loads, maximum 30kg in
theory seemed to dwarf them. Their technique was to lash the load
together. This could be our personal baggage and trek gear such as food or
cooking utensils. These could be loaded into wicker baskets. A rope strap
would then be attached and arranged to go across the forehead. Usually the
carrier would stand up with assistance from a colleague. They were always
keen to set off early in the mornings and would gather outside your tent at
6.30 am to 7.0 waiting for you to pack your personal bag and vacate the
tent so that they could get on their way as soon as possible.
Flip-flops were their footwear for the lower areas of the trek and trainers for
the higher altitude. Their accommodation was either the mess tent or if
available, buildings that were commandeered on route. On route you would
come upon them cooking food over an open fire, usually rice with herbs
they had picked locally. They were always so willing and cheerful many
evenings breaking into song and dancing always to the sound of the mandel
(Drum).

Porters
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7.0 Trek Log
11th & 12th October days 1 & 2
I caught the train from Poulton to Manchester Airport where I met the rest
of group 1. Group 2 had flown out on an earlier flight. Our flight on Etihad
Airways left at 21.05, destination Abu Dhabi. Here we changed aircraft for
the flight to Kathmandu. We arrived at 16.15 hours on the 12th to be met at
the airport by Saroj and his crew with a minibus. Eventually we loaded up
and were driven the hotel. This was the Hotel Moonlight in the Thamel
district. We met group 2 and had a beer, Saroj arranged for a guide to take
us round the city on the following day.
13th October day 3
Our guide picked us up at the hotel and took us to several temples,
amongst them the Golden and Swayambhunath (monkey Temple) He talked
to us about the different strands of Buddhism. I must admit most of this
was incomprehensible to me. What does stick with me was the largeness
and intricacies of the statues and the bright colours. The fact that devout
pilgrims dressed in their national costumes, many of them have travelled
great distances to visit the temples. These mingle freely with the tourists.
Many of these bring ghee (Clarified butter) in packs or melted in flasks to
add to the large vats full of ghee. These had burning wicks in them. As fast
as the pilgrims add it the monks scoop it out so that the vats don’t over
flow. This is then stored for re use. The pilgrims also leave money of various
denominations mainly small amounts 1, 5, 10 rupees are typical, to be
scooped up by the monks. These monks dressed in their saffron colour
robes, many quite grubby in need of a wash, are placed at strategic
positions throughout the temple.
The streets of Kathmandu are crowded with people and traffic all
intermingling. Horns blare all the time yet there are very few accidents. The
relative slow speed helps.
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Inside the temple
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We next walked to the Pashupatinath cremation site on the Bagmati River.
Here bodies are cremated in public; around the river monkeys are seen.
In the early evening we all went to Saroj’s office. He confirmed the next
day’s arrangements; we would fly to Biratnagar then travel north in 2 Land
Rovers to the start of the trek. We all then went for a pizza.

Cremation by the Bagmati River
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14th October day 4 (See Fig 2 sht 7 for route)
An early start, up at 6.0 am then away in a mini bus to the airport at 7-30,
for the 8.20 flight, delayed; eventually leaving 2 hours late for the 40min
flight to Biratnagar.

De-bussing from the Jetstream 41 at Biratnagar airport

The party of 13 plus Saroj piled into 2 LWB land Rovers; all the gear
strapped on the roof. We drove north for 2 hours to Dharan where we stop
for lunch. Then on, still tracking north for a rendezvous with the trek crew
they had travelled from Kathmandu in a private bus. Then problems; the
lead Land Rover broke down. The problem for the nerds was the failure of
the forward mounting point stud thread in the top block that holds the
rocker shaft; this allowed the shaft to flex up dislodging the push rod from
the location on the rocker arm. By the way the driver and second reacted,
they expected the problem as they focused on it immediately. A
replacement arrived within an hour so we were back on the road arriving at
our destination near the town of Basantapur 2310m just as it was going
dark. The trek crew had arrived and set up camp. Our first night of camping
JC and I were allocated a tent, also our first trek dinner; popcorn, soup,
chicken and rice with dal plus potato salad with fruit for sweet. Drink was
hot chocolate; this was our first inkling of how well we were going to eat on
the trek.
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15th October day 5.
Woke up at 6.30 am, breakfasted then our first days walk started at 8.30; a
steady climb on a good track through the hamlets of Deurali 2475m,
Ghurbise 2900m and Panch Pokhari 2850m, a climb of 590m; almost
2000ft. Then down to Phedi, finally to our second campsite at Chauki
2690m in the valley of Tinjure; a distance of around 10 miles. I had found
the day hard going particularly the climb but on reflection we had done no
acclimatisation yet and had come almost straight from Kathmandu which is
only 1400m. So we had in a short time gone from 1400m to 2900m; a
climb of 1500m; almost 5000ft.
Late afternoon we had a gathering where Saroj introduced the trek crew.
Our president CW introduced all of us in return. A dancing session then
ensued to the accompaniment of the Mandel, a type of drum played by the
porters; we were invited to join in. The drumming and dancing became a
regular feature of the trek.

Trek porters with Mandel
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16th October day 6
Up at 6.0 am, packed and away at 8.30 still on tracks now much rougher
and not pleasant to walk on, through the village of Mangalbare, 2635m.
Then slow climb to high point of 2900m passing loaded donkeys and Zopah,
a Nepalese word for a cross between a cow and a yak. On to Gufa Pokhari
where we stopped for lunch 2890m, then down an interesting track to a
camp site at Gorja 2060m, arriving as it was going dark. It had been a long
hard day. Some 16 to 17 miles had been covered and we were warned that
we were now at an altitude that we could expect leeches.
17th October day 7
Today was a short day. Up later but still walking at 8.30 am all down,
through the village of Banjo Garb by the school much to the amusement of
the children. Steeply down to the valley floor and the Tamor Nadi. (River)
We walked through the town of Dobhan 658m. To camped by the river; a
chance to do some washing and bathe as it was only 12.30 when we
arrived. JC and I walked back to the town and out the other side, a lovely
valley through rice paddy fields. On the way back I tried to phone home
without success. Estimated mileage walked; 8 miles

Day 4 camp

Day 5 camp

Day 7 camp

Day 6 camp

Day’s 4 to 7 trek
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18th October day 8 (See map page 20)
8.30 am. We started walking. The day was hot and sunny. We followed the
Tamor Nadi through the villages of Sakphara and Handrung with its
fortnightly market and Segumba. Here the river was perfect for white water
sports. Over a suspension bridge that took the path to the south side of the
river where we stopped for lunch. Then on an undulating path stopping to
buy limes to eat from the locals, before continuing to Mitlung 921m; our
camping place for the night. It had now started thundering, lightning and
raining a deluge that continued through dinner and into the evening.
Distance walked today; 6 miles.
We had now been on the trek for 4 days. Had we flown to our original
destination of Suketar it would have only been 1 day, therefore we were 3
days behind schedule. This would cause us problems later on.
19th October day 9
The camp was just out of the village in a deep valley so we had no early sun
to greet us. We started walking at 7.45 am passing through the village of
Sinwa 980m. Here we stopped to buy a drink then on to Tawa beyond which
we looked for bee hives in the rock face. No one spotted them. At 12 we
stopped for lunch in the shade of house, another of Jit’s feasts; potatoes
mixed with green beans and carrots with tuna. Banana was the sweet and
tea to finish.
A further 2 hours brought us to the village of Chiruwa 1270m. We all
stopped for a beer in a tea house. I tried to ring home again unsuccessfully;
the very good campsite was just beyond the village. Here I took the
opportunity to use the shower tent and sort my gear out. During the night it
rained heavily forcing me to move position to avoid the leaks in the tent.
Distance walked today; 6½ miles
20th October day 10
Up early this day, our tea at 6.0 am. On the trail at 7.45 on a good track
that turned into a stone laid path still by the Tamor Nadi. We walked to the
village of Taplethok. Here there was a check point where our trek permits
had to be shown. We crossed the river to the north bank where we had
lunch just before the village of Lelep. Another mile and we came to our
camp site by the river near the village of Sukathum; 1576m. I sorted gear,
then down for a wash in the river. Unlike last time the water was much too
cold for total immersion but very invigorating. Again we had thunder and
lightning with rain in the night. Distance travelled; 7 miles
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Trek Route

Original Trek Start

Original Flight Plan

Camp Sites
Day’s 7 to 10 trek
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21st October day 11 (See map page 24)
Yet another early start; we had tea at 6.0 am, breakfast at 7.0; porridge,
boiled egg pancake with a drink of coffee. Then off on the trek. We left the
Tamor Nadi and crossed the Ghunsa Khola on a suspension bridge. This
river we followed climbing steadily through rice paddies and forest. We
stopped at a tea house at Lamatar. Inside we found a holy man sitting at a
table chanting. In front of him sat a woman. Alongside another man sat
holding a chicken, it was explained that the woman of the house was sick.
She had a bad spirit and the holy man was here to cure her. It involved the
sacrifice of the chicken which when killed its blood was mixed with rice
water, chian (Wine) and ash on a green leaf. The bad spirit would transfer
from the woman to the chicken and she would be cured. We observed all of
this to no obvious discomfort of the people involved. Tea was served during
the event.
As we left it started to rain very hard. Our route now climbed out of the
gorge we had been following to the village of Amjiloso 2300m; our
destination for today. It was only 12.30. Tonight we would stay in a tea
house so it had been a short day. Bunk rooms holding 4 people were quickly
occupied and filled with wet gear. We had lunch, then time on our hands till
dinner so I got in my sleeping bag and read from my Kindle. In the evening
after dinner someone produced a bottle of Chinese whiskey which was very
drinkable. Distance travelled; 6 miles
22nd October day 12
Today we had an even earlier start. We were walking at 7.15 am through
bamboo forests to the village of Gyabla where we had lunch. 3 hours later
we were at Phale outside a tea house drinking hot sweet tea. It had been a
590m (2000ft) steady climb. CW and BG decided to stop off here and spend
the night in the tea house; the rest continued on to Ghunsa 3595m now in
rain and hail, arriving at 5.0 and another overnight stay in a tea house. We
ate in the dining area crowding round the only heater. The food still
produced by our own trek crew. It had been a long hard day; 10 miles and
a climb of 1295m. (4250ft)
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23rd October day 13
An acclimatisation day so we were not going anywhere today it was also the
celebration of Diwali the Festival of Lights. For this a goat was sacrificed by
our Nepalese crew. This was skillfully butchered; nothing going to waste. As
it was a hot sunny day it gave us a chance to wash clothes and get them
dried. Dinner included goat stew, rather tough, in need of more cooking. For
once Jit failed.
I had a walk round the village coming across other tea houses all looking
better than the one we occupied which was not the most inviting. I bought
post cards with stamps already on. I was assured that they would reach
England. They have not. Back at our tea house I phoned home, CW and BG
had arrived from Phale. They had decided to stay at Ghunsa and wait until
the rest of us returned from the base camp.
The first of many discussions took place regarding our future movement
plans; it had started to dawn on us that the 3 days we had lost would give
us problems if we were to keep to our planed schedule. At risk was the visit
to the southern base camp of Kanchenjunga after long deliberations any
decision was postponed. The evening meal included goat burgers with
chips; excellent. As it was JS’s birthday the following day we all signed a
birthday card.
24th October day 14
Set off walking at 7.45 am and very quickly we were in mountain country
leaving trees and lush vegetation behind for the first time. Steady up at first
then steep to 4099m followed by a drop down to Khangpachen 4050m; our
camp site. We arrived at 12.15 a climb of 504m (1650ft) a distance of 6½
miles. This had taken us 4½ hours. We would normally expect to do this
distance and height gain in less than 3 hours. This is a reflection of the
effects of altitude although I did not suffer from altitude sickness, only a
slight headache. The effort to move particularly up hill was hard.
From Khangpachen we had good views of the mountains: Jannu 7711m and
Mera 6364m peaks on the east side directly above. It also had a good tea
house where we gratefully drank hot sweet tea. The evening meal was of
note as Jit had baked a cake complete with piped icing for JS’s birthday. It
was a chocolate cake. He had cooked it in a sand oven over the primus
stoves; chocolate flavoured with cream filling. Delicious!
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Jose, birthday girl

25th October day 15
This was our second acclimatisation day. It was decided to walk on the
glacial moraine above our camp. I had woken up with a headache and found
the going very hard. I returned early with PB a little concerned as tomorrow
we would be heading higher.
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Trek Route

Return Trek Route

Camp Sites
Days 11 to 15 trek & 19 to 21
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26th October day 16 (See map page 28)
We set off at 8.30 am. I was apprehensive due to how I had felt the
previous day. A steady climb, we stop for tea from flasks at 10.0, on past
the old monastery of Ramtang at 4370m. 2 hours later at 12.45 we reached
our campsite at Lhonak 4780m; a distance of 5½ miles from our start point.
We had climbed 730m (2400ft) and it had taken us 4¼ hours, Altitude
certainly makes life difficult even the mundane tasks such as getting up,
stuffing your sleeping bag and rolling your mat become major tasks.
However I was not feeling ill, even my headache had disappeared and not
returned so I was looking forward to the next day and the walk to
Kanchenjunga Base Camp.

27th October day 17 Total Mileage 8½
Today we walked to Kanchenjunga Base Camp, setting off at 7.0 am. I
found the going very hard. The lack of oxygen really telling; the track
followed the glacier with good views of the surrounding tops. It was a hard
slog to the base camp at Pangpema 5143m (16,873ft) arriving at 11.0. It
had taken 4.0 hours; the distance was only 4¼ miles and a climb of 363m.
(1200ft) Photos were taken and our packed lunch eaten, then at 12.30 we
set off back arriving at the camp site at Lhonak at 3.30; a hot lemon drink
waiting.
During our stay at this camp sit we had the sound of yak bells all night. The
herd was brought in from around and spent the night next to the camp site.
The people, who live at this altitude either tending the animals or running
the camp site, return to the lower valleys during the winter months.
However even in summer months life is very hard with day temperatures
just above freezing and night time temperatures well below freezing. Their
accommodation appears to be very crude; typical of which is shown below
on page 28.
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Kanchenjunga from North base camp

Base camp party
Standing from the left DB, BS, IA, Sherpa, RR, Saroj, and RT.
Front DF, JS and Sherpa
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Glacier

View back to Kanchenjunga showing glacier

Local’s accommodation
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Trek Route

Camp Sites
Days 16 to 18 trek
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28th October day 18
We set off back down at 8.15am the plan was to go all the way back to
Ghunsa. By 11.0 o-clock we had reach Khangpachen. An hour later we
stopped and ate our packed lunch. Then on, just before we reach Ghunsa
we met CW who told us that BG had fallen and had to be helicoptered out to
Kathmandu. He had fallen walking back down the Sele La track just above
Ghunsa. He and CW were making their way back to the village. With great
difficulty he had returned to the village. BG has had a knee replacement so
there was concern that he may have damaged it. However reports back
suggested that there was no breakage but a bad sprain and rest was the
solution.
We arrived back at the village at 3.0pm and celebrated with bottles of beer
CW and BG had moved tea houses. We were now in the Kanchenjunga Tea
House. A vast improvement on our previous one, it even had a dining room
with a wood burning stove. After the evening meal of soup chips, egg and
pizza we were entertained by the porters who sang and danced to the
accompaniment of the mandel.
During the evening further discussion with regard to visit or not the south
base camp took place. It was decided to postpone a decision until we
reached Cheram. The problem was that we were short of days to do it
comfortably, brought on by our diversion start.
Distance travelled; 12 miles.
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29th October day 19 (See page 24 for route)
It was good to sleep in a decent room not a tent. Today another hard day
from Ghunsa 3595m over the Sele La pass at 4290m; a climb of 695m.
(2280ft) Setting off at 8.15am we followed the track up by the hydro plant
which supplied Ghunsa with electric for part of the day, 3.0pm until late
evening. By 12.30 we were over the pass and having lunch. A further 2.0
hours and we arrived at Sellele, 4130m, our camp site for the night.
Distance travelled; 4 miles
30th October day 20
Today we had another hard day; 3 passes to cross: Sinion La 4440m, Mirgin
La 4480m, and Sinelapche Bhanjyang 4646m, then down to the camp site
at Cheram 3870m, a drop of 776m. (2546ft) At Cheram we were met by the
group leader of a French party who advised us that we could not put up our
tents. The tent site had been marked out as a helicopter landing place. This
was due to come in to take out one of their party who had suffered chest
pains. A further complication was that it was brought to our attention that a
porter with the French party had injured his knee and also required lifting
out. We hung about till 4.0 pm with still no sign of the helicopter. It was
misty in the valley. Finally we were told that the helicopter was not coming,
so the tents were put up. No sooner were we in the tents when the
helicopter arrived and landed in the middle of them. Our fly sheet front was
ripped off and other tents suffered also. The passengers boarded but it hung
around. The weather was a bit iffy finally it took off only to return shortly as
the weather had closed in. This time it landed at a different spot.
The question of a trip to the southern base camp was discussed again. It
was decided that those who wanted to go there could and the remainder
would walk to the next camp site at Tortong which was only 3 hours away.
The people who decided to go to the southern base camp would after
visiting it walk down to join the others at Tortong. This way no days would
be lost. Distance travelled; 5 miles
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Helicopter among the tents

October 31st day 21
The helicopter left at 6.30 am.
A late start today 9.15 am on the track, No one had decided to walk up to
the southern base camp of Kanchenjunga, although DM and CW2 did walk
part way up the valley. The rest headed down the valley in good weather to
start with. It soon turned into misty threatening weather. We were on a
good track through a Rhododendron Forrest by the Simbuwa Khola. (River)
Soon it started to rain. Thankfully at 12.00 we arrived at Tortong, our camp
site with a tea house. We commandeered a dining room and had lunch. The
remainder of the day was spent in this dining room as it never stopped
raining. The camp site was awash, however our tent was habitable. The site
was crowded with other parties as well so we hung onto the dining room
and had dinner there. At night some of our party slept in there. Distance
travelled; 6 miles
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By the Simbuwa Khola
1st November day 22 (See map page 36)
We woke up to rain. A wet pack-up, away at 7.45, a steep climb up through
forest by the Lasyia Bhanjyang 3646m, then on to Chittre followed by a
steep descent to the camp site at Yamphudin at 2090m. This descent was
extremely slippy causing a number of us to fall; the porters had no
problem, so we came to the conclusion that you needed flip flops and 60kg
on your back to keep you stable. Distance travelled; 5 miles

2nd November day 23
Away today at 8.15 am the start was down to the Kabeli Khola across a
suspension bridge, one of many that we had crossed on our trek. Then up
to a col this time not as high as the previous one Ghatichhienn Bhanjyang
2100m. Down again to Otham and lunch which was another of Jits great
meals. On up again to our last col of the day, Ekchana Bhanjyang 2070m,
then to the camp site just beyond Khebang. Where we had a real treat; the
shower tent was put up and I had my second shower of the trek. Distance
travelled; 6 miles
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3rd November day 24
Our last full trek day, the start along a well-engineered path that hung on
the mountain side, giving great views across the valley, finally dropping
down to the Towa Khola which we crossed on a suspension bridge. Along
the side of a valley in sunny weather on a good path with beautiful
Poinsettia bushes. In the valley bottom the Kabeli Khola flowed. We went
through the village of Sinam down to the river over a suspension bridge to
our last camp site by the river near the village of Mishratar. Distance
travelled; 8½ miles

A beautiful valley
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A typical suspension bridge
After sorting gear it was down to the river for a good wash, I then had a job
to do.
It is customary at the end of the trek to have a communal evening at which
tips are given to all the trek crew. This has to be organised by one of the
trekkers. Well before we left, CW approached me and asked me to perform
this task. In my ignorance I agreed to do this, I was the only one that had
not been to Nepal before. I was instructed to obtain a pack of brown
envelopes of the type you would receive your wage in during the days of
weekly money payments. This I did.
Prior to setting off on the trek we had a meeting with Saroj to agree a
formula for trek crew tips; we had agreed a day’s wage for every week of
the trek. From this I could calculate how much money each person would
have to donate and have with him on the last day. This was 8000 Rupees.
(Approx. £80)
I then sat down with Saroj to agree an order of payment and the amounts.
We finalised on 7 categories ranging from porters to head cook. The
amounts were agreed I then totalled it to find that we were just over
budget; In the meantime CW had been collecting the 8000 Rupees from
each person, having already collected BG’s before he was helicoptered out.
He was also down by a payment, as one person had not got 8000 Rupees.
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After discussions with Saroj it was agreed that we would give Jit and Nima
the cooks, their tip at the traditional end of trek meal in Kathmandu. The
brown envelopes were then filled in readiness for the payments.
The meal which included chicken, 2 of which had been live and 2 dead when
purchased from the local village was concluded with another of Jit’s sand
oven baked cakes.

The cake

Dancing
Following the meal the trek crew were given their tips then singing and
dancing with a little drink was taken.
35

Trek Route

Road head

Camp Sites

Days 22 to 25 trek
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4th November day 25
Today we walked out to the road head at Dahalgoan. Although it was only 2
miles it was all uphill. A sting in the tail; we arrived at 10.0am expecting to
see the bus that would start to take us back to Biratnagar. This finally
arrived at 11.30. All piled on with the gear and some of the porters on the
roof.

Loading up
We drove south initially down a dirt track for 4 miles then onto a good
tarmac road stopping at Phidim for lunch after on to IIlam where we stayed
the night in a poor hotel.
5th November day 27
The hotel was poor, no electric at times and the shower not working. We
went out to have breakfast. I went and used an ATM. Amazed! It gave me
what I wanted. Back on the bus a little crowded now, having been stopped
by the police who insisted that the roof passengers ride inside. We visited a
tea plantation and factory. Saroj arranged a tour. The supervisor talked us
through the process. Back on the bus; a slow journey back to Biratnagar
and our flight back to Kathmandu. We arrived at the airport and hung
around. The flight was due out at 5.0pm. No sign of movement. At 6.0pm
the flight was cancelled; Kathmandu airport was closed due to bad weather.
Saroj re jigged our arrangements booking us into a first class hotel where
we had a good evening meal and night drinking.
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6th November day 28
We were back at the airport to catch the 10.35am flight to Kathmandu. The
airport there was now open. We left on time and landed at 11.15; to the
usual airport chaos. Our hotel the Thamel Eco Resort was in the same area
of the city as last time but of better quality; everything worked. The first
thing was to sort out washing, bag it, then get it away and hope you saw it
before you had to leave. Then a shower and into clean clothes this was
wonderful. After burger, chips and coffee we walked to Durbar Square at a
cost of 300 Rupees you are allowed in.
Back at the hotel we all met and went out for an evening meal not a classic.
7th November day 29
Off to Bhaktapur. Saroj had arranged a mini bus to take us. This place is
similar to the best places of Kathmandu but with far less traffic; many
temples, a nice place to walk around, with lots to see. We stayed and had
lunch then went back to Kathmandu. I met up with CW and went to Saroj’s
office. Previously, CW and I had mulled over what to get Saroj by way of a
thank you. He had looked after us so well we had decided to see if there
was any office gear that he needed. After consulting Sadaushan the MD, it
was decided to buy a printer/copier/scanner combined. We did not want
Saroj to find out; the plan was to present him with it at the final meal in the
evening. CW and I with Sadaushan trailed round many suppliers before
finally getting one.
Back at the hotel we all met in the early evening and went round to Saroj’s
office, He told us of the arrangements for the next leg of our journey. Saroj
would accompany us as far a Lhasa. Then we all went out for a meal to the
Everest Restaurant, Saroj’s family: wife and 2 boys, and senior staff
together with Jit and Nima the cooks. Large steaks were most people’s
choice with much beer. The presentations were made to Jit and Nima and
the printer was given to Saroj.
Tomorrow we would start on our next leg of our journey Kathmandu to
Lhasa.
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8.0 Reflections on Nepal
On reading the description of the Kathmandu trek, it states that it is
“Strenuous” I can now vouch that it is true. This was my first trip to Nepal
and the first time that I had spent time at altitude. Although I was never ill
I did find it very debilitating, leading to a feeling of lack of energy, walking
up the slightest hill was an effort. I found that I had lost a stone during the
trip.
The total distance we covered was only about 140 miles not a lot over 20
days, yet each day’s distance always felt much greater. This was not helped
when the Sherpas tell you it is only half an hour to camp and flat, invariably
it was two hours and all up hill.
The hill people of Nepal are amazing. With no roads the only transport for
goods is on the backs of yaks, donkeys or foot. The terrain is all up and
down. They take days to walk to the larger towns and think nothing of it.
You meet young children dressed immaculately in school uniforms carrying
books and papers, always smiling and greeting you with. “Namaste” They
will be walking to school. This often entails going to the next valley with all
its ups and down.
Namaste is the greeting that is use when you meet people it means "I bow
to you”. --------- "I salute or recognize your presence or existence in society
and universe."
A wonderful land populated with lovely people and a pleasure to be in.
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Trekking Permit

B.T.L. Business card
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9.0 Part 2 Kathmandu to Lhasa
8th November day 30
Today we started the second leg of our journey from Kathmandu to Lhasa.
Rickshaws arrived at the hotel and these were loaded with all our gear and
we follow them to our bus. The road we travel on is called Friendship
Highway. This took us to the border with Tibet a long slow drive. The road
climbing steadily and deteriorating as it approached the border. Stopping
short by a mile due to congestion we walk to the border. On hand were
porters, all female, who carried our heavy bags. Just before the border we
stopped and had lunch in a café. After lunch, with all our bags we walked
over the Friendship Bridge through the border post. The baggage was
checked together with a further check of passports against out communal
visa document and we were through. The whole procedure took about 40
minutes. Now back on another bus; a Chinese one complete with our
Chinese guide Norbu and driver Dawa. A short drive north and we were
stuck in traffic in the town of Zhangmu. This took an hour to clear then we
went on our way to the town of Nyalam 3750m. Here we stayed the night in
dormitory accommodation.

Truck queues at Friendship Bridge
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9th November day 31
8.30 start, the accommodation in the dormitories was basic with no running
water; also a poor breakfast of chapattis and egg. Back on the very good
tarmac road the Chinese have invested a lot of money in Tibet improving
the infrastructure. Climbing steadily on the Friendship Highway we reach a
col the Yakri Shong La 5050m almost as high as we walked to on our
Himalayan trek. We are now well onto the Tibetan plateau. This north side
of the Himalayas is so different to the southern Nepalese side. There it is so
tropical lower down. In the far distance you can see the mountains of Cho
Oyo, Everest, Lhotse and Makalu. Dropping slightly we come to another col
Lalung La 4910m.
On through the town of Gutsuo and Tingri to today’s destination of Old
Tingri and another hostel called The Snow Leopard; this time much better,
with 2-bed chalets but still no water or electricity till 7.0pm. The meals at
this hostel, evening and breakfast were not much better than at the
previous one.

The col Yakri Shong La 5050m
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10th November day 32
Today we drove to the Everest Base Camp. Quickly leaving the tarmac road
we drove along a dirt track in our mini coach. I would have thought twice
about taking my 4 x4 along it. For 70 kilometres (4½ miles) we bounced
along in a desert-like landscape with mountains in the distance. Passing
over the col of Lamna La after 4 hours we reached Rhongbuk Monastery
4880m. This was our night’s stop in the hostel; not as bad as we had been
led to believe; 2-bed dormitories. Back in the bus for the last 12 k’s to the
Everest base camp. A few walked the last 3 to 4 k’s. There we had good
views of Everest.

On the track to Everest Base Camp
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Everest north face from base camp

The group at Everest Base Camp
From left standing Norbu, (Guide) DB, Saroj, IA, RR, JC, DF
Front PB, CW, BS, JS.
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11th November day 33
Leaving Rhongbuk Monastery early we bounced and bumped back along the
track to the main road, reaching it at 12.0 noon. Driving east, we passed
through a passport check point on to New Tingri where we had lunch, after
which we drove over the Gyatso La (Col) 5160m. Through the towns of
Chushar and Renda, 4050m over another col Yulong La 4950m through
another check point just before the town of Shigatse. Here we stayed the
night at the Manasarovar Hotel which had good facilities; one quirk was the
see through glass screen en-suite facilities.
12th November day 34
After breakfast we drove out to the Tashihupo Monastery where some of the
former Panchen Lamas are interred. It is one of the 6 big monasteries of
Gelugpa (or Yellow Hat Sect) in Tibet and was founded by the First Dalai
Lama in 1447. Back at Shigatse we visited a market where I bought a brass
bowl. Bartering is the norm so I paid nothing like the asking price.

Inside the Tashihupo Monastery
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After lunch we left Shigatse, the second largest city in Tibet and drove to
Gyangtse where we stopped in the Gyangtse Hotel. Once sorted, we went
off again to another Monastery. This was called the Palcho Monastery. Built
in 1418, it has remained remarkably intact and is famous for housing 3
different sects of Buddhism. In Tibetan history, there were quarrels and
fights among the 3 sects. But since the founding of Palcho Monastery
almost 6-hundred years ago, the 3 sects co-exist out of respect for their
shared religion as well as different doctrines, thus making Palcho Monastery
itself so free and peaceful.

A pilgrim and child at the Tashihupo Monastery
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Palcho Monastery
Back in Gyangtse the evening meal was a disaster. We walked out of the
restaurant that our guide chose. It was of a similar type in which we had
had an awful meal the previous day. We went back to our hotel and into the
dining room. Not much food left. The staff was not interested. The concept
of customer service has not yet reached China.
13th November day 35
A lazy day started on the road at 9.30am today. Our destination Lhasa; this
was our last day on the bus. Up and over the col of Karo La 4960m with
views of Mount Nojin Kangtsang 7191m, down to Nakartse where we had a
very good lunch. Back in the bus we drove beside the Yamdrok Tso, this
large lake over 600 km2 is considered sacred as a place of pilgrimage for the
Tibetan people; at the western end is the largest power station in Tibet.
Continuing on we went over the Kampa La 4794m our last col on the bus
then dropped steeply down to Lhasa and our hotel the Kyichu. Once I was
sorted I managed to phone home at a cost of 135 yuan. (£35)
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Yamdrok Tso

Mountain View near Yamdrok Tso
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14th November day 36
There were problems with our room; no heating, so I complain and arrange
to change rooms. Amazing really; we have just spent days in the Himalayas
at -100C in a tent and we are complaining.
We spent the morning at the former Royal Palace also called the Potala
Palace. Lozang Gyatso, the Great Fifth Dalai Lama, started the construction
of the Potala Palace in 1645 after one of his spiritual advisers, Konchog
Chophel, pointed out that the site was ideal as a seat of government. It was
the chief residence of the Dalai Lama until he fled to Dharamsala, India,
after an invasion and the failed uprising in 1959.

Potala Palace
With its rise of 350 metres over the site there are many steps to negotiate
whilst visiting the site; Lhasa is already at an altitude of 3680 so it is quite
an effort to reach the top of the palace.
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Back at the hotel at lunchtime we moved into our new room then out for
lunch, after another monastery to visit, the Sera Monastery. This has a
complex of structures with the Great Assembly Hall and three colleges;
founded in 1419. During the 1959 revolt in Lhasa, Sera monastery suffered
severe damage, with its colleges destroyed and hundreds of monks killed.
After the Dalai Lama took asylum in India many of the monks of the Sera
Monastery who survived the attack moved to Bylakuppein Mysore, India.
After initial tribulations, they established a parallel Sera Monastery with
Sera Me and Sera Je colleges and a Great Assembly Hall on similar lines to
the original monastery, with help from the government of India. There are
now 3,000 or more monks living in Sera, India and this community has also
spread its missionary activities to several countries by establishing Dharma
centres, propagating knowledge of Buddhism.
Here we witness the “Monk Debates” on the teachings of Buddha and the
philosophy of Buddhism; this I felt was rather staged for the benefit of the
tourists.

“Monk Debates”
Back to the hotel a shower then out to the Tibetan Steak house. Here I had
my first yak steak, very good; the taste is like beef but not as sinewy this
with soup, beer and coffee cost 70 yuan equivalent to £7, extremely good
value.
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15th November day 37
The last full day in Lhasa and yet another monastery visit; now just about
monasteries out. We cut it short and had lunch then shopped for food to eat
on tomorrows train journey. In the evening we went back to the Tibetan
restaurant and another yak stake. Just as good as last night, then later a
soiree in Bernard and Josie’s room, looking forward to moving on and
tomorrow’s train journey.

Prayer Wheels typical at all monasteries
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10.0 The Route to Lhasa

Drive Route

Overnight Stay

Drive to Lhasa
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Drive Route

Overnight Stay

Drive to Lhasa
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Drive Route

Overnight Stay

Drive to Lhasa
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11.0 Part Three Lhasa to Beijing
16th November day 38
We wake up to snow; today we start our 36 hour train journey to Xian. Our
bus takes us to the station where we arrive at 11.0am. Outside we give our
Chinese guide and driver a tip. We say our last goodbyes to Saroj he has
looked after us on this leg of the journey better than our Chinese guide.

The party in the hotel with Norbu, and Dawa our
Chinese guide and driver with Saroj

We went through the boarding procedure easily then had to fill in a health
registration card to say that we were fit enough to travel on this railway.
We find our compartments; 4 in each with bunks, and settle down. The train
leaves on time at 12.0 noon. The 1,142-km Qinghai–Tibet railway from
Golmud to Lhasa was completed on 12 October 2005 and is single track. It
opened to regular service on 1 July 2006. The operational speed over this
section particularly in the permafrost area is 120 Km/hr. The air in Tibet is
much thinner, with the oxygen partial pressure being 35% to 40% below
the partial pressure at sea level. Special passenger carriages are used with
piped oxygen, and several oxygen factories were built along the railway. At
this elevation in these latitudes, water in toilets must be heated to prevent
freezing, although one was not working on our journey.
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There are many technical difficulties for such a railway. About half of the
second section was built on barely permanent permafrost. In the summer,
the uppermost layer thaws, and the ground becomes muddy. Chinese engineers dealt with this problem by building elevated tracks with foundations
sunk deep into the ground, building hollow concrete pipes beneath the
tracks to keep the rail bed frozen, and using metal sun shades. Similar to
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline system portions of the track are also passively
cooled with ammonia based heat exchangers.

Lhasa to Xining section of railway
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17th November day 39
Our second day on the train I had a very good night’s sleep. The carriages
and bunks are very comfortable. We did not bother with going to the buffet
car for breakfast as we had found the food not very good, choosing to eat
our own supplies.
Today we passed through Xining, a large industrial town then on to Lanzho.
This is a big city; interesting the train officials drew the curtains over the
windows. This is presumably to prevent us looking out. As fast as they close
them we open them. Nothing is said, we appear to be the only Europeans
on the train.
We arrived in Xian at 10.0pm. Waiting for us was our guide Rainy who took
us to our bus then on to our hotel the Skytel very efficiently. Here I roomed
with BG and it was to a very good standard.
This train journey had lasted 34 hours we had travelled 2864 km and it cost
an equivalent of £120.
18th November day 40
Xian population about 8 million; home of the Terracotta Warriors and is the
eastern terminus of the Silk Road. We are here for 2 days. After a very
good breakfast Rainy took us to the Big Wild Goose Pagoda, a holy place for
Buddhists Originally built in 652. Rainy introduced us to our guide Lee.
As for the reason why it is called Big Wild Goose Pagoda, there is a legend.
According to ancient stories of Buddhists, there were two branches, for one
of which eating meat was not a taboo. One day, they couldn't find meat to
buy. Upon seeing a group of big wild geese flying by, a monk said to himself: 'Today we have no meat. I hope the merciful Bodhisattva will give us
some.' At that very moment, the leading wild goose broke its wings and fell
to the ground. All the monks were startled and believed that Bodhisattva
showed his spirit to order them to be more pious. They established a pagoda where the wild goose fell and stopped eating meat. Hence it got the
name 'Big Wild Goose Pagoda'.
Standing in the Da Ci'en Temple complex, this attraction can be divided into
three parts: the Big Wild Goose Pagoda, the Da Ci'en Temple, and the North
Square of Big Wild Goose Pagoda.
In the Da Ci’en we were told of the history of art and calligraphy,
demonstration of which we were given. Many beautiful paintings on the
walls and for sale, I bought 4 pictures, spring, summer, autumn and winter.
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Wild Goose Pagoda

Statues in the Temple
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Leaving the temples we went to a factory that still produces terracotta
warriors. Here we learned how they are still making them as of old. Moulds
split so as to ensure separation are released, then filled with clay. This is
allowed to harden then split. The moulding is hand-finished giving it detail,
it is then fired at 10000C. You could on production of a photo have one
moulded in your own facial image, I bought a small warrior.
After lunch we went to the Terracotta Army site.
The Terracotta Army is a collection of terracotta sculptures. They were depicting the armies of Qin Shi Huang, the first Emperor of China. Buried with
the emperor in 210–209 BC and the purpose was to protect the emperor in
his afterlife. They were discovered in 1974 by some local farmers digging a
well. The figures vary in height according to their roles, with the tallest being the generals. The figures buried in 3 pits include warriors, chariots and
horses. Current estimates are that in the three pits containing the Terracotta Army there were over 8,000 soldiers, 130 chariots with 520 horses and
150 cavalry horses, the majority of which are still buried in the pits. Other
terracotta non-military figures were also found in other pits and they include officials, acrobats, strongmen and musicians.

Warriors in Pit 1
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The terracotta army figures were manufactured in workshops by
government labourers and by local craftsmen and the material used to
make the terracotta warriors originated on Mount Li. The head, arms, legs
and torsos were created separately and then assembled. Studies show that
eight face moulds were most likely used, and then clay was added to provide individual facial features. Once assembled, intricate features such as
facial expressions were added. It is believed that their legs were made in
much the same way that terracotta drainage pipes were manufactured at
the time. This would make it an assembly line production, with specific parts
manufactured and assembled after being fired, as opposed to crafting one
solid piece and subsequently firing it. In those times of tight imperial
control, each workshop was required to inscribe its name on items produced
to ensure quality control. This has aided modern historians in verifying that
workshops that once made tiles and other mundane items were
commandeered to work on the terracotta army. Upon completion, the
terracotta figures were placed in the pits in precise military formation
according to rank and duty.
The terracotta figures are life-sized. They vary in height, uniform and hairstyle in accordance with rank. Most of them originally held real weapons
such as spears, swords, or crossbows. The figures were also originally
painted with bright pigments, variously coloured in pink, red, green, blue,
black, brown, white and lilac. The coloured lacquer finish, individual facial
features, and actual weapons used in producing these figures created a
realistic appearance. Most of the original weapons were thought to have
been looted shortly after the creation of the army, or have rotted away, and
the colour coating has flaked off or greatly faded. However, their existence
serves as a testament to the amount of labour and skill involved in their
construction.

Pit 1 Hall
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We toured the 3 pits. Pit 1 was the most impressive but the whole buildings
that have been erected over them like a large aircraft hangar are most
impressive.
In the evening we had a change and went for a Kentucky Fried meal then to
a local bar for a G & T.
19th November day 41
Xian is a walled city; one of the oldest in China, with more than 3,100 years
of history. The existing wall, replacing an older one was constructed in 1370
and remains intact to this day. The wall measures 11.9 km in circumferance, 12 m (39.37 ft) in height, and 15–18 m (49.21–59.06 ft) in thickness
at the base. A moat was also built outside the walls. The new wall and moat
would protect a much smaller city of 12 km².
6 of us decided to hire bikes and cycle round the top of the wall. We set off
from the south gate from the top looking down on the city we got good
views and completed it in 1½ hours. Into a café for coffee then back to the
hotel for a shower. We now had some time on our hands as this evening we
would be back on the train; destination Beijing.
After a MacDonald meal we bought supplies for the train and were picked up
at our hotel and bussed to the rail station, the train left on time at 7.30 pm.
Similar comfortable 4 berth compartments as the previous train so I had a
good night’s sleep.

On your bike
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20th November day 42
The train arrived on time in Beijing at 7.15 am. We had travelled 1200 km
(744 miles) for a cost of £45.
We were met by our guide with a load of trollies for our baggage very
efficient. Quickly we were on our bus and to our hotel the Days Inn and
then sorted with a room, after which we had breakfast. In the afternoon we
toured the Forbidden City.
The Forbidden City was the Chinese imperial palace from the Ming Dynasty
to the end of the Qing Dynasty. It is located in the middle of Beijing, and
now houses the Palace Museum. For almost 500 years, it served as the
home of emperors and their households, as well as the ceremonial and
political center of Chinese government.
We queued up and paid our 40 yuan entrance fee and also hired an
electronic guide that worked in conjunction with the GPS system so it could
describe the place at which you were situated. Into the City we went,
walking past palace on palace, all of similar design but different sizes. It
seemed to go on for ever. You walk from the south to the north. At this end
are some nice gardens and a northern exit. 2 hours was enough so we
exited and map read our way back to the hotel.

Inside the Palace Museum
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An imperial resident

The northern gardens
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21st November day 43
Today we are going for a walk on the Great Wall. JC who had done all the
Chinese arrangements had organised a long guided walk on a section from
Simatai to Jinshanling. It started with a 2½ hour drive taking us 120 km
north east of Beijing. On arrival we met our local guide, then a steep climb
up onto the wall. We walked for about ½ an hour, undulating all the time.
This section of the wall is crumbling and rough defiantly not well frequented
by the usual tourist. Dropping off the wall we walked parallel with it on a
narrow track. This continued for about 1½ hours rising and falling, slippery
at times as the ground was frosty with a dusting of snow in places. Always
the wall was visible. Back on the wall at the start still in a crumbly condition
but very quickly changing into the well-maintained wall that you see on all
the tourist posters. We finally reach our end point, with its access road and
cable car terminus. The distance we had walked was about 13 km along and
beside the wall.
We walked down the road to a small village and into a café were we had a
meal, all sitting at a large round table with a Lazy Susan in the centre. All
the food was placed on this. With the ensuing grabbing, spinning and eating
it turned into rather disgusting free for all.

The Great Wall Simatai Jinshanling Area
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BS and JS by the wall

At the start of the bun fight
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22nd November day 44
Today we start our journey back home. It is a late night flight leaving at
1.20 am. The day was spent wandering around the city. So many people
mostly young, using the subways that you must to cross the very wide
roads. It is like coming out of a large football ground. Walking along the
pavements has its perils too as car think nothing of driving along them but
only at a slow speed. At 9.0 pm we were picked up and bussed to the
airport. Our flight was from terminal 3 this is most impressive built and
commission in time for the 2008 Olympics, our flight departed on time.

23rd November day 44
We landed on time at Manchester at 2.25 pm having transited by Abu Dhabi
I was home in Poulton by 6.0 pm.
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12.0 Conclusion
To describe the first part of our trip as a holiday is not correct. It was
enjoyable, an experience, but very hard work. This was my first trip to
Nepal and also the first time when I had spent any time at altitude, at which
I had not expected that it would be so physically demanding. One had to
force oneself to carry out the simplest of tasks. On retuning I found that I
had lost a stone in weight. All the People on the trek who had been to Nepal
before were surprised at the amount of rain that we had.
The second part of our journey from Kathmandu to Beijing was a holiday,
full of wonderful new experiences, so different from any other trip I had
been on.
Our trek crew led by Saroj was excellent and I would have no reservations
in recommending him to any other organisation or party who are
contemplating a trip of any kind to Nepal.
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